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Ethical v/s Unethical Dilemma for a Dentist 

Part – III 
Author: Dr. Bhavdeep Singh Ahuja 

(P.S. The above topic will be published in a series of 7–8 articles 

containing many parts – each part roughly 2,000 words) 

 

(Contd. from the previous issue) 

We had started Point No. 4 out of the top 10 challenges faced by the 

Indian dentists. Although this point didn’t need too much of elaborate 

write-up from me, but in the present times of Covid–19 havoc, this 

particular point has really assumed an escalated relevance especially in 

coming future times and myself, being a financially literate person just 

couldn’t resist putting in some words of wisdom here on this topic and 

making this point as an extended one. I really hope that the colleagues 

won’t really mind as all this has been done in good faith for their 

betterment, so let us continue the 4th point ahead of where we finished in 

last issue:  

 

4. The increase in cost of oral health services: I discussed some 

aspects of what is most likely an expectation in inflation of expenses 

and accordingly charges in our dental clinics. The word ‘Life’ as such 
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per se is going to change its meaning, forever. Social distancing is 

going to be the new norm. Our profession, Dentistry is also not going 

to be left untouched from the same. As each day is passing in this 

lockdown, new SOP’s (Standard Operating Protocol) are coming up 

from many of the stalwarts of the business. The way I can envision 

it, many things are going to change forever in dentistry or at least 

they will be the new norm, whether or not all dentists wish to adopt 

the same or not. I strongly believe, the economics is going to change 

drastically for most of the dentists and accordingly, the cost factor 

will have to taken into account for the same. I mentioned about the 

importance of cost and value addition in the last part of this article. 

We will need to go back to our basics of knowing our figures and 

numbers and that would also mean eliminating the unwanted 

expenses when the more prudent ones start taking the precedence. 

We all will be having less working man-hours now effectively, 

considering the addition of intricacies of donning and doffing the 

PPE suits every now and then. So, the planning would have to 

imperatively rotate around the aspect of treating less, but charging 

more vis-à-vis the aspect that the input expenses are now all set to 

go higher.  

REVENUE/CHARGING 

Let me first deal a bit on increased charging.  

How are we going to achieve that? 

I would suggest that the Pareto’s principle of 80–20 is all set to play 

a bigger role in our dental clinics also, as it does in most spheres of 

business and life. I am not going to go into the intricate details of 

this principle, per se for lack of space. The understanding of the 

charging part begins from the breakdown of our income from our 

record-keeping setup. We have to first analyze where does the 

majority (80%) of our clinic come from? Which services are the most 
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predominant ones contributing to our revenue, primarily in clinic? 

One can be a Periodontist but earning is coming mostly from crown 

and bridge. The start, thus, has to be from the minute aspects.  So, 

have a breakdown first to arrive at those services which contribute 

to the 80% category (believe me, those will be just a handful) and 

those falling in the 20% income contribution (they would surely be a 

lot in number) category. Let us assume that you have arrived at a 

figure that your overall costs are going to increase by 25% as 

increased costs.  

So, how do you decide the raise?  

Do you make a raise in all services in clinic? 

The answer would be a No! 

This is a world of smart phones, thus, smartness is expected in this 

smart age as well. 

We don’t raise all our services by the escalated charge but just the 

handful of those services contributing to our 80% revenue. 

A simple formula would be to increase 25%–30% in the 80% 

contribution category services and 10%–15% in the services of 20% 

category, so that your average cost increase still comes up to almost 

25%.  

I believe this should be the basic formula to start with after 

resumption of dental services and as we arrive at the exact 

percentage increase in costs after 2–3 months of working. The 

tweaking can then be done accordingly based on the actual 

numbers. Some amount of raise in consultation fees is also 

desirable; although not on the exorbitant side would be the 

suggestible part by me.  

Raising every service by 25%–30% sends across a wrong message to 

your target group.  
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I will demonstrate the above via a few examples (different scenarios) 

below. 

Scenario 1 

Assume the average revenue (gross collection/income) per month of 

a XYZ clinic is Rs. 1 Lac. 

The Expenses are generally presumed in the range of 50% – Rs. 

50,000. 

Thus, Carry Home Net Income is also in the range of 50% – Rs. 

50,000 (Rs. 1,00,000 – Rs. 50,000). 

Assume the enhanced expenses are in the range of 25% increase – 

Rs. 12,500 (25% of Rs. 50,000). 

Total expenses then becomes Rs. 50,000 + Rs. 12,500 = Rs. 62,500. 

If you don’t increase the charges, your carry Home Net Income 

would be down by 25% as well to – Rs. 37,500 (Rs. 1,00,000 – Rs. 

62,500). 

The above is in case of the same revenue being generated in 

immediate post COVID–19 scenario which is highly unlikely to 

happen, at least immediately.  

Scenario 2 

Let us presume a situation where the revenue falls by 25% – a 

highly likely possibility.  

Assume the average revenue (gross collection/income) per month of 

a XYZ clinic NOW post COVID–19 is down by 25% from Rs. 1 Lac to 

Rs. 75,000. 

The Expenses are in the range of 50% – Rs. 37,500. 

Add your enhanced expenses which are in the range of 25% increase 

– Rs. 9,375 (25% of Rs. 37,500) – let us round it off to Rs. 9,500 for 

ease of calculation. 
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Total expenses is Rs. 37,500 + Rs. 9,500 = Rs. 47,000. 

So, if we don’t raise our charges, our carry Home Net Income would 

come down to 56% – A fall of 44% – Rs. 28,000 (Rs. 75,000 – Rs. 

47,000). 

Imagine for every 25% fall in income, our carry home will 

reduce by 44%. 

Scenario 3 

Let us presume a situation where the revenue falls by 50% which is 

although a remote possibility but not unlikely at all.  

Assume the average revenue (gross collection/income) per month of 

a XYZ clinic NOW post COVID-19 is down by 50% from Rs. 1,00,000 

to Rs. 50,000. 

The Expenses are in the range of 50% of above – Rs. 25,000. 

Add your enhanced expenses which are in the range of 25% increase 

– Rs. 6,250 (25% of Rs. 25,000) – let us round it off to Rs. 6,500 for 

ease of calculation. 

Total expenses is Rs. 25,000 + Rs. 6,500 = Rs. 31,500. 

So, if we don’t raise our charges, our carry Home Net Income would 

come down to 37% - A fall of 63% – Rs. 18,500 (Rs. 50,000 – Rs. 

31,500). 

Imagine for every 50% fall in income, our carry home will 

reduce by 63% (Alarming). 

SOLUTION 

You have to plan to increase via Pareto principle phenomenon: 

1. 80% of paying services (although handful in number) escalated 

by 25%–30% (average 27.5%) – the average raise contributing to 

output is 22%. 

2. 20% of services (a bigger lot in number) escalated by 10–15% 
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(average 12.5%) – the average raise contributing to output is 

2.5%. 

So, adding up the 2 above 22% + 2.5% = 24.5% or close to 25% 

increase in revenue. 

Scenario 4 

Now let us apply the above solution is Scenario 1 mentioned above. 

Assume the average revenue (gross collection/income) per month of 

a XYZ clinic is Rs. 1 Lac. 

If now, raising the charges by applying the above formula of 24.5%.  

Enhanced Revenue now after raise – the revenue becomes close to 

Rs. 1,25,000 (rounded off from Rs. 1,24,500). 

The Expenses are in the range of 50% (of the original income before 

raising costs) – Rs. 50,000. 

Adding enhanced expenses which are in the presumed range of 25% 

increase – Rs. 12,500 (25% of Rs. 50,000). 

Total Expenses – Rs. 62,500 (Rs. 50,000 + Rs. 12,500). 

Carry Home Net Income Now would be plus by 25% as well to 125% 

– Rs. 62,500 (Rs. 1,25,000 – Rs. 62,500) – A raise in carry home 

amount. 

This is in case of the same revenue being generated in post COVID–

19 scenario which is not a possibility at least in immediate future.  

Scenario 5 

Let us take up a different scenario and expect the revenue to fall by 

25% – a highly likely possibility.  

Now let us apply the above solution in Scenario 2 mentioned above. 

Assume the average revenue (gross collection/income) per month of 

a XYZ clinic NOW post COVID-19 is down by 25% from Rs. 1 Lac to 

Rs. 75,000. 
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If we apply the same Pareto principle system of charges raise as 

done above – apply the 24.5% or 25% to our revenue.  

Addition of 25% (average enhanced charges) to Rs. 75,000 = Rs. 

93,750 – rounding it off to Rs. 94,000 for ease of calculation. 

The Expenses would also still be in the range of 50% (of the original 

income before raising costs) – Rs. 37,500. 

Add your enhanced expenses which are in the range of 25% increase 

– Rs. 9,375 (25% of Rs. 37,500) – let us round it off to Rs. 9,500 for 

ease of calculation. 

Total expenses is Rs. 37,500 + Rs. 9,500 = Rs. 47,000. 

Carry Home Net Income Now in this case with a 25% dip in revenue 

would be down to 94% – A fall of only 6% – Rs. 47,000 (Rs. 94,000 – 

Rs. 47,000). 

Scenario 6 

Let us take up a different scenario and expect the revenue to fall by 

50% which is a remote possibility although not unlikely.  

Now let us apply the above solution in Scenario 3 mentioned above. 

Assume the average revenue (gross collection/income) per month of 

a XYZ clinic NOW post COVID-19 is down by 50% from Rs. 1 Lac to 

Rs. 50,000. 

If we apply the same Pareto principle system of charges raise as 

done above – apply the 24.5% or 25% to our revenue.  

Addition of 25% (average enhanced charges) to Rs. 50,000 = Rs. 

62,500. 

The Expenses would also still be in the range of 50% (of the original 

income before raising costs) – Rs. 25,000. 

Add your enhanced expenses which are in the range of 25% increase 

– Rs. 6,250 (25% of Rs. 25,000) – let us round it off to Rs. 6,500 for 
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ease of calculation. 

Total expenses is Rs. 25,000 + Rs. 6,500 = Rs. 31,500. 

Net Carry home profit in this case with a 50% dip in revenue would 

be down to 62% – A fall of 38% – Rs. 31,000 (Rs. 62,500 – Rs. 

31,500). 

 

Bottomline 

So, even if the revenue falls by 50%, the dip in carry home income 

won’t be that substantial if we stick to Pareto principle system of 

raising charges in our practice. It also conveys a message that 

hiking in general, all types of pricing of the dental clinic is not going 

to serve much purpose especially those services which you are not 

doing much in your practice anyways. The aim should not be to 

send across a message that you have hiked charges exorbitantly to 

your target group rather that you are offering latest facilities 

following the strictest guidelines and protocols and all that comes at 

a price escalation in only a few services. Thankfully, we don’t have to 

explain the same as most people are learned in that sense of 

education vis-à-vis the awareness on news channels currently 

regarding enhanced protocols. ‘Seeing is believing’ these days and 

when they see the same, they will pay accordingly keeping their 

safety first and also spread the view about you. There is an adage 

very commonly used in marketing – If you can’t convince them, then 

confuse them.   

 

Summary 

We have to genuinely think that the baseline of the above system of 

raise was record-keeping and further segregation as to where does 

the 80% income come from, which is not done in most of the small 
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to middle level clinics in India, although it is mandated to be 

meticulously resorted to as per the Dental Council of India 

regulations, Revised Guidelines 2014. So, that should be the first 

step to start after the lockdown for most dental clinics. Realistically, 

the other uncommon way of calculating the same in such clinics is 

via their lab bills. Most small to middle level clinics have their 

majority income (60%–80%) courtesy lab work and for this usually, 

kacha (informal) lab bills are retained by them for calculation which 

can serve as a baseline for above calculations. 

 

The Catch 

The first catch here is that I have taken expenses as 50% average 

whereas in reality, it might be 40% or 60% (less or more). Secondly, I 

have kept the carry home fixed at Rs. 50,000 and made the 

calculations of increase or decrease assumption accordingly. 

Thirdly, with every percentage fall in revenue, I have proportionately 

reduced the expenses in accordance with decrease in income 

whereas in actuality, some fixed expenses may still be there which 

are fixed and not reduced and only the variable expenses are 

reduced. The rosy picture or the only saving grace in the above 

example is that I have taken the figures of revenue on the higher 

side (Rs. 1 lac) and expenses on almost 50% range (Rs. 50,000) and 

which will genuinely be not affected great deal with a rise or fall of 

revenue as shown in scenario examples above as most small to 

middle clinic fall more or less in this range only. The variation would 

come if the clinic size is really small and revenue on much lesser 

side than the average shown in example above. The parity of this 

formula would be tough to justify over there and other ways and 

means would have to be resorted for the same. 
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EXPENSES/OVERHEADS 

The facebook dentistry approach to dentistry too, will have be 

shunned off to indulge in an impulsive buy just because of the 

FOMO (fear of missing out) approach. We have to closely examine 

each category of expenses of clinic and see where the mistakes are 

being committed and under which sector. We would also have to 

look at our material buying pattern (consumption wise) and the ones 

we bought in the hope of a good discount in the garb of bulk buying 

but due to lack of consumption, they ended up being expired and 

rather became a loss making facet for us in the longer run. All such 

bargain buys will have to be eliminated from future purchases. The 

demand in the post Covid-19 era will have to be re-estimated and 

the spending channelized accordingly in that direction.  

Will there be any newer equipment needs, be it a fumigator, hepa 

filter, fogging machine or a negative ion generator etc. or where does 

the buck finally settle on, only time will tell.  

There will be refills also needed for the above equipment along with 

the other necessary purchases for wiping, cleaning, sanitizing along 

with the PPE part which is going to be the most expensive out of all. 

The target group purchase power will surely need to be evaluated 

when the need to order anything arises. An optimum balance will 

have to be maintained for future buying, of course.  

Unless the above is done, the balance sheets would start to appear 

as bleeded (continually in red) and dentistry won’t be as lucrative as 

a profession as it really should have been.   

This is bad if this happens at all. 

Why? 

Because after all, a Dentist decides how a person smiles! 

How are we gonna do that? 

We shall find out more in the next part of the same series. 
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(To be Continued) 
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Dear Readers: Important Announcement 

The above article by Dr. Bhavdeep Singh Ahuja will be published in 

7–8 Parts. 

 

The above is Part III. 
 

Check out WJASR Volume 3 Issue 4 July–August 2020 for the IVth 

Part of the above article. 
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